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Abstract This work investigates solar events occurred in September 2017 characterized by a series of
Forbush decreases and a ground level enhancement (GLE). Forbush decreases is a rapid decrease in the
observed https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galactic_cosmic_ray intensity following a coronal mass ejection
while GLE is induced by a strong solar event for which the flux of high‐energy solar particles is sufficient to
enhance the radiation level on the ground. These investigations were performed using data recorded by a
neutron spectrometer network composed of a Bonner sphere system. Two instruments located at
Pic‐du‐Midi Observatory (+2,885 m above sea level) and at Concordia station (Antarctica, +3,233 m) record
simultaneously and continuously the neutron spectra, allowing to consider short‐term variations during
solar events. Themain objective is to analyze neutron spectral properties including their energy distributions
and dynamics. This paper presents cosmic ray‐induced neutron spectra during active solar event leading to
changes in the local cosmic ray spectrum (Forbush decreases and a GLE). Concerning the GLE, analyses
show that neutrons in the evaporation domain are particularly amplified during the GLE, while other
energetic domains increase uniformly.

1. Introduction

The characterization of radiations in the atmosphere is essential since secondary particles produced by pri-
mary cosmic rays (CR) are ubiquitous. The knowledge of the atmospheric radiation and physical mechan-
isms influencing its dynamic is an essential issue in some fields. Indeed, the atmospheric radiation
knowledge is required to quantify effects on electronics system (Hubert et al., 2013; Hubert, Artola, et al.,
2015; Hubert, Li Cavoli, et al., 2015; Lambert et al., 2005; Lambert et al., 2006; Peronnard et al., 2009), to
assess the radiation risks for aircrews (Goldhagen et al., 2004; Hubert & Aubry, 2017a; Hubert & Aubry,
2017b; Reitz, 1993) but also in the framework of applications such as the muon tomography (Morishima
et al., 2017) or the cosmogenic nuclide dating (Dunai, 2015). Indeed, cosmogenic nuclide dating uses the
interactions between CRs and nuclides in glacially transported boulders or glacially eroded bedrock to pro-
vide age estimates for rock at the Earth's surface.

The primary CRs, mainly composed of protons and alphas, interact with atmospheric atoms, producing sec-
ondary particles such as neutrons, protons, muons, pions, or electrons (Grieder, 2001). Neutrons are the
most studied particles due to their high fluxes, induced effects, and the ability to discriminate them. At
ground level, other mechanisms contribute to neutron fluxes and their dynamics: the interaction between
alpha particles emitted by radon and nuclei of elements from the atmosphere and crust (Kuzhevskij et al.,
2001), the weather condition (Eroshenko et al., 2008; Lockwood & Yingst, 1956; Mishev & Stamenov,
2009), or seismic activities (Kuzhevskij et al., 2001). Moreover, atmospheric neutrons can be possibly gener-
ated by internal atmospheric mechanisms as lightning discharges (Libby & Lukens, 1973; Martin &
Alves, 2010).

During quiet solar periods, the galactic cosmic ray spectrum is often described using the Force Field
model (Gleeson & Axford, 1968) which considers the solar modulation potential as a time‐dependent
parameter. When directed toward Earth, the coronal mass ejections (CMEs) provoke Forbush decreases
(FDs) (Forbush, 1937). The FD properties depend on several parameters such as the solar wind velocity
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or the interplanetary magnetic field when the disturbance crosses the
Earth orbit (Cane, 2000). Moreover, additional particles may be
induced in the atmosphere by solar energetic particles (SEP), with
relatively short periods in the order of a few hours to a few days.
Physical properties of these solar CR depend on some mechanisms
including their source site, acceleration processes, coronal transport,
and transport of accelerated particles through the interplanetary
magnetic field (Ryan & Lee, 1991). In addition, the geomagnetic field
affects the CR transport in its influence area, inducing charged
particle flux redistribution. During these processes, the geomagnetic
cutoff rigidities may become lower, allowing the entrance of
additional particles into the atmosphere. This can be estimated using
models (Dorman et al., 1972; McCracken et al., 1962; Shea et al.,
1965) and methods describing the charged particle trajectories in the
magnetic field of the magnetosphere.

Typical SEP events involve solar particles with energies lower than
0.1 GeV/n. These low‐energy SEPs are totally absorbed in the upper atmo-
sphere and do not reach ground. Nevertheless, during strong solar events
that occur several times per decade, solar particle energies and fluxes may
be sufficient to increase radiation levels on ground. Indeed, solar particle
energies can reach up to 1–10 GeV/n during these events called ground
level enhancements (GLE), and they can reinforce the atmospheric air
shower cascade of secondary particles.

Neutron monitors (NMs) are used since the 1950s to record the atmo-
spheric neutrons and protons. About 50 instruments distributed in differ-
ent regions are currently networked, and particularly in the low cutoff
rigidity regions (Hatton & Carmichae, 1964; Moraal et al., 1993; WDC‐

Figure 1. Characteristics of the neutron spectrometers operated at the Concordia station and the Pic du Midi observatory.

Figure 2. (a) Atmospheric pressure, (b) integrated water vapor IWV from
the surface to the tropopause, and (c) uncorrected and corrected (pressure
and pressure + water vapor) hourly count rate obtained for the 9″ lead
sphere (from 1 to 13 September 2017).
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CR, http://cidas.isee.nagoya‐u.ac.jp/WDCCR/). Thus, analyses and
models on FD and GLE are derived from these measurements. More
recently, the extended range Bonner Sphere Spectrometer
(Cheminet et al., 2012; Hubert et al., 2004; Kim & Park, 2012; Pioch
et al., 2011) were operated to investigate neutron spectrawhich enrich
information by accessing the neutron energy distributions and their
dynamic. A neutron spectrometer network was operated since 2015,
with two main platforms located in the Pic‐du‐Midi observatory
(France) and in the Concordia station (South Pole), respectively
(Hubert, Li Cavoli, et al., 2015; Hubert, 2016). During the operational
phase of measurements, especially in September 2017, neutron fluxes
and spectra were monitored. In September 2017, the Sun was very
active and presented a significant number of flares during the first
half of the month. After a series of major flares including 27 M‐class
and 4 X‐class flares, the solar active region that had produced an
X9.3 flare on 6 September induced some FDs. Solar activity decreased
on 9 and 10 September but on 10 September, a X8.2 class solar flare
induced solar energetic particles with high energies. This flare led to
the second GLE of the current solar cycle, identified as GLE #72
(GLE database, http://gle.oulu.fi/). For the first time, a solar flare
involving a series of FDs and aGLE has been recorded simultaneously
by several neutron spectrometers.

This paper presents analyses of the CR‐induced neutron spectra
during a solar event implying FDs and GLE. Neutron spectra
recorded at Pic‐du‐Midi observatory and Concordia station were
analyzed and compared with NMs data issued from
Antarctica region.

2. High‐Altitude Stations and Platform Descriptions
2.1. Concordia and Pic du Midi Station/Observatory

A neutron spectrometer was developed to record and study the neutron spectrum considering energy
range from thermal region up to GeV (Cheminet et al., 2012). As described in previous works
(Cheminet et al., 2012; Hubert, Federico, et al., 2016), the instrument is based on multisphere spherical

3He proportional counters, placed in spherical moderators with
different diameters and consisting of high‐density polyethylene.
To reach the response to neutrons above 20 MeV, the spectro-
meter includes two spheres with lead and tungsten shells.

Three neutron spectrometers are currently operated simultaneously.
The first two instruments are operated in the Pic‐du‐Midi
Observatory and in the Pico dos Dias Observatory since May 2011
and 2015, respectively (Hubert, Federico, et al., 2016). The
Chinstrap project, supported by the French Polar Institute (IPEV),
aims at recording neutron spectra at the Concordia station
(+3,233 m) located near the top of the dome C. Thus, the third instru-
ment was installed in December 2015 (Hubert, 2016; Hubert, 2017b),
and it constantly measures spectra simultaneously with other sta-
tions. The Concordia station is essential because it combines low geo-
magnetic cutoff rigidity (no geomagnetic shielding) and high altitude.
Finally, a metrological reference is based on an instrument in
Toulouse, France. Figure 1 shows detailed characteristics of the
Concordia station and Pic‐du‐Midi observatory, including the geogra-
phical location, the cutoff rigidity, and spectrometer characteristics.

Figure 3. (a) Atmospheric pressure, (b) water vapor pressure, and (c) uncor-
rected/corrected (pressure) hourly count rate obtained for the 9″ lead sphere
measured in the Pic du Midi during the period from 1 to 13 September 2017.

Figure 4. Five‐minute averaged integral proton fluxes (in pfu = protons/
cm2·s·sr) as measured by a GOES satellite for each of the energy thresholds:
>10, >50, and >100 MeV, from 04 to 15 September 2017. Vertical arrows indicate
three analyzed solar events with M5.5, X9.3, and X8.2 flares. Figure issued from
NOAA.
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2.2. Environmental and Systematic Effects on Measurements

Several parameters can influence the measurement, in particular, the
atmospheric pressure, the hydrometric environment close to the instru-
ment (snowfall), and the atmospheric water vapor (Ruffalo et al., 2016).
Data on air pressure are recorded to correct the count rates to a reference
pressure. Water vapor contents were recorded in Concordia station in the
framework of the H2O Antarctica Microwave Stratospheric and
Tropospheric Radiometers project (Ricaud, Gabard, Derrien,
Chaboureau, et al., 2010). The radiometer uses spectral information in
the microwave bands 51–59 GHz (V‐band, lower frequency wing of the
oxygen line) and 169–197 GHz (G‐band, strong water vapor line, centered
at 183.3 GHz) to derive accurate tropospheric profiles of temperature and
low humidity. For temperature profiling, the pressure‐broadened oxygen
line shape is evaluated, while the strong water vapor line allows for the
profiling of very low humidity with an IWV amount of <2 kg/m 2 (or
<2mm in precipitable water units). A statistical approach is used to calcu-
late the profiles from the brightness temperatures measured by the radio-
meter, which provide a set of temperature and humidity data points as a
function of altitude.

Among all these contributions, the atmospheric water vapor dominates
the ground cosmic ray variations within the first few hundred meters
above the ground (Rosolem et al., 2013). Conditions of soil moisture have
a major influence on the neutron flux; that is, the neutron flux for a given
value of water vapor content reduced when the soil moisture decreases.
Given the absence of precipitation during the studied time period (1–13
September 2017, at the Pic du Midi and Concordia), the impact of the
change in soil moisture can be neglected, contrary to the water vapor
content variations.

Two contributions were considered to correct count rate data, the air pres-
sure and the water vapor. Thus, corrected count rate by air pressure is
given by the equation (1):

Figure 5. Count rates measured with neutron monitors during solar events
occurring in September 2017, (a) DOMC using spectrometer, (b) DOMC, (c)
SOPO, and (d) LMKS using NMs. Data are averaged over 2 min (black) and
1 hr (gray) for NMs, and 15 min (black) and 1 hr (gray) for the neutron
spectrometer.

Figure 6. Total neutron fluence rate measured at Concordia station using neutron spectrometer and during solar events
occurring in September 2017. Two FDs (named A and B) are observed and adjustments were added and best fit para-
meters are presented in Table 1.
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CP;corr ¼ C:e−β P0−Pð Þ (1)

where β is the barometric coefficient (% hPa−1) empirically deter-
mined and Ccorr is the corrected count rates. The β factor, equals to
7.1 × 10−3 hPa−1, was empirically determined in a previous work
(Leuthold et al., 2007). As described in (Rosolem et al., 2013), the
atmospheric humidity in the count rate data is taken into account
using a single scaling factor CWV determined by simulations
(Rosolem et al., 2013):

CWV;corr ¼ C× 1þ 0:0143×ΔIWVð Þ (2)

where ΔIWV corresponds to the difference of the integrated vapor density value with the reference value on
the day of the calibration. Concordia environment is well known and stable over time (low precipitation
levels). It is one of the driest and coldest places over the world with precipitable water or integrated water
vapor (IWV) less than 1 kg/m2 over the year reaching less than 0.1 kg/m2 in winter (Ricaud et al., 2015).
The atmosphere is considered in the dome C when the absolute humidity reaches 0.3 g/m 3, which is very
low compared to values observed in typical moist conditions (i.e., 20 g/m3). Figure 2 presents (a) the atmo-
spheric pressure, (b) the IWV parameter (water vapor integrated along the vertical from the surface to the
tropopause), and (c) the uncorrected/corrected hourly count rate (9″ lead sphere) recorded in Concordia
during solar events. Corrected rates are presented considering pressure and pressure/vapor impacts. The
water vapor density is plotted for several altitudes.

As stated above, the data show that the Concordia environment can be therefore considered extremely dry.
As shown in a previous work (Rosolem et al., 2013), for low atmosphere water vapor content and IWV (in the
order of few tenths of g/m3 or kg/m2 for absolute humidity and IWV, respectively), environmental or sys-
tematic effects on fast neutrons are negligible (i.e., a few tenths of a percentage) while they are significant
for low‐energy neutrons (epithermal and thermal).

The situation is different in the Pic du Midi because the atmospheric vapor content and their variations
are significant (Ricaud, Gabard, Derrien, Attié, et al., 2010), involving environmental or systematic
effects on CR measurements in the orders of 10%. Indeed, seasonal analyses show that an extreme
variability of the atmosphere water vapor content can be noted, from extremely dry conditions in winter
to extremely wet conditions in summer. The order of magnitude of the absolute humidity are in the

range from low values to 12 g/m 3, which according to analyses pro-
posed in Rosolem et al. (2013) has potentially important impact on fast
neutrons. Meteorological measurements conducted in the Pic du Midi
during the September 2017 period are less comprehensive than those
of Concordia. Thus, the relative humidity H and the temperature T
records allow to determine the surface water vapor pressure EW
using equation (3):

EW ¼ 4:585
H
100

e
17:62×T
Tþ243:12ð Þ (3)

Figure 3 presents (a) the atmospheric pressure, (b) the surface water vapor
pressure recorded during this period, and (c) uncorrected and corrected by
pressure hourly count rates. The data analysis shows that the relative
humidity and surface water vapor surface values are typical of summer
conditions and their variations are relatively low.

To conclude, it is obvious that neutrons can be significantly impacted by
environmental variations. Water vapor data might be considered in CR
analyses, taking into account a water vapor correction using scaling factor
deduced from calibrations. FDs and GLE occurred in September 2017
appear to be significant compared to the environmental influences.

Table 1
FD Characteristics (Timing and Amplitudes AFD)

FD A FD B

t1 06/09/2017 23:08:00 07/09/2017 19:54:00
t2 07/09/2017 04:31:00 08/09/2017 06:17:00
AFD 3.4% 11.3%

Figure 7. Solar modulation potential in GV during the September 2017
solar event, reconstructed from the neutron spectrometer data, Concordia
station.
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3. Description of the September 2017 Solar Event

In September 2017, the Sun was very active inducing solar flares during
the first days of the month. After a series of major flares including 27 M‐

class and 4 X‐class flares, the solar active region had produced an X9.3
flare on 6 September, which is the most powerful in the last 10 years
(CME‐List, https://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/halo/halo.html). The
solar activity decreased on 9 and 10 September. Bright gamma‐ray emis-
sion from the X8.2 class solar flare was recorded on 10 September 2017
by the Large‐Area Telescope (Glast, https://www-glast.stanford.edu/)
and Fermi Gamma‐ray Space Telescope (Atwood et al., 2009). This flare
was characterized by a SEP event with high‐energy particles, producing
nuclear cascades in the atmosphere and detected on the ground. This flare
was the second GLE (#72) of the current solar cycle.

Data presented in Figure 4 are issued from NOAA; they correspond to 5‐
min‐average integral proton fluxes measured from 04 to 15 September
2017 by a GOES satellite for each of the energy thresholds: >10, >50,
and >100 MeV, from 04 to 15 September 2017. Vertical arrows indicate
three analyzed solar events with M5.5, X9.3, and X8.2 flares. In the point
of view of the geomagnetic field, quiet to minor storm levels occurred on
04 September while quiet to active levels on 05–06 September. Late on 06
September, the first of two CMEs were observed. The first CME (asso-
ciated with the M5 flare) was observed on Earth at 23:08:00 UT 06
September 2017, and it could be seen in the LASCO coronagraph
(https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/products/lasco‐coronagraph) already on 4
September at about 19:10:00 UT. Total interplanetary field increased to
16 nT at 23:24:00 UT and solar velocity increased to a maximum of
610 km/s at 06 September 2017 23:09:00 UT. Then, when the second
CME occurred, solar velocity increased to a maximum of 842 km/s at 08
September 2017 08:48:00 UT while total magnetic field increased to a
maximum of 34 nT at 07 September 2017 22:54:00 UT.

Energetic particles are continuously monitored by ground‐based NMs.
Data provided by the NM database (NMDB; http://nmdb.eu) and the neu-

tron spectrometer operated in the Concordia station are presented in Figure 5. Count rates or flux are given
between 5 and 12 September 2017, and include (a) DOMC (Concordia station, Antarctica) using neutron
spectrometer, (b) DOMC, (c) SOPO (South Pole station, Antarctica), and (d) LMKS (Lomnicky Stit,
Slovakia) using NMs. Solar events are characterized first by FDs from 6 September, and then a GLE occurred
on 10 September during the late recovery of an FD. The increase in CR intensity during the GLE began at
about 16:00:00 UT. The increase was significant for the DOMC and SOPO data (Mishev et al., 2018), while
negligible for the LMKS station which is located in Slovakia and characterized by a higher cutoff rigidity
of 3.84 GV.

In Figure 5, two FDs are distinguishable, the second being a classical two‐step FD. Solar events are particu-
larly observed in the Antarctica region because the cutoff rigidity is very low. The Concordia station is attrac-
tive because a mini‐NM and a spectrometer have monitored the solar flare simultaneously, allowing a
coupled analysis of neutron fluxes and spectra. Figure 5 shows the neutron count rate and flux recorded dur-
ing solar event. The FD and the GLE are perfectly observed with both instruments, and the timing
is relevant.

4. Analyses of FDs and GLE Based on Neutron Fluxes
4.1. FD Analyses of the September 2017 Solar Event

A FD can be described by several phases based on coupled mechanisms due to shock and ejecta phases
(Cane, 2000). The decrease phase starts with the arrival of shock at magnetopause and when the Earth

Figure 8. Total neutron flux measured at the (a) Concordia station, (b) Pic‐
du‐Midi observatory, and (c) the French aerospace laboratory (located in
Toulouse) during September 2017. The integration times of count rates are
5 min (black point) and 1 hr (gray point), respectively.
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enters a region of reduced particle flux. The preincrease in cosmic ray
intensity (typically 2–3%) can be associated to the onset of FDs. The
preincrease is usually of very short duration (i.e. few hours), although
it may also extend to longer periods. A FD recovery phase occurs and
can be composed by rapid and gradual steps. This phase is classically
described using single exponential function fitting and characterized
by a time constant (Jamsen et al., 2007; Sidhu, 2017).

Thus, to describe FDs recorded during the September 2017 event,
three stages can be applied. The first stage is before the instants t1
(i.e., before the disturbance), and the total flux is considered in a sta-
tionary state. A low preincrease is observed during this stage. The sec-
ond step is characterized by a fast decrease of neutron flux at ground
from the instants t1 to t2, and quantifies the FD amplitude, named
AFD. The third step corresponds to an exponential recovery to the
quiet conditions. The amplitude AFD, derived from equation (3),
depends on the CR modulation and the cutoff rigidity associated to
the geomagnetic latitude. φD corresponds to the energy‐integrated
neutron flux in the energy domain D (thermal, epithermal, evapora-
tion, cascade, or total).

AFD ¼ ϕD t1ð Þ−ϕD t2ð Þj j
ϕD t1ð Þ (4)

Concerning the event of September 2017 and basing on neutron spec-
trum measured in Concordia station, two FDs can be identified
(referenced A and B) and are presented in Figure 6. Table 1 provides
details for timing and amplitude. The FD identified as B is composed
by diurnal variations due to the anisotropy and superposed on the
recovery step.

The FD identified as B is a typical classical multistep FD (Bhaskar
et al., 2016); the amplitudes of steps are in the order of 3.4% and
11.3%, respectively. It is well accepted that the classical multistep
FD represents sheath and magnetic cloud/ejecta signature (Cane,
2000). However, by associating steps, the amplitude is in the order

of 12.8% in Concordia, classifying this event as one of the most interesting of the current solar cycle. The fact
that a GLE occurred during this event gives it a significant interest.

B. Solar modulation potential reconstruction during the solar events of September 2017.

Previous analyses (Cheminet, Hubert, Lacoste, Maurin, et al., 2013; Ghelfi et al., 2017; Hubert, Li Cavoli,
et al., 2015; Maurin et al., 2015; Usoskin et al., 2005; Usoskin et al., 2011) have shown a possibility to char-
acterize neutron measurements (NMs or spectrometer) by the solar potential ϕ(t) depending on the Sun's
activity in the context of the force‐field approximation. Calculations using the Force‐Field approximation
and the air‐shower modeling allows to investigating the time evolution of ϕ(t). The solar modulation poten-
tial is a modeling parameter which is based on ground measurements and depends on the choice of the local
interstellar spectrum (LIS) model. In the past LIS spectra have been established in many ways (Burger et al.,
2000; Mrigakshi et al., 2012) and the Burger‐Usoskin LIS spectrum was considered in this work (Usoskin
et al., 2005). However, the physical interpretation of the modulation potential is not straightforward during
periods of active Sun (Usoskin et al., 2011) and requires more refined physical analyses.

The standard methods to determine ϕ(t) are based on NMs, whose advantages are the existence of an world-
wide network, the efficient integration time (typically tint > 1 min) and the high coverage of the geomagnetic
latitudes using one of the several yield functions calculated in the literature (Clem & Dorman, 2000;
Flückiger et al., 2007; Mangeard et al., 2016; Mishev et al., 2013; Nagashima, 1990). As previously described,
ϕ(t) depend on models for the Berger‐Usoskin LIS spectrum (Mrigakshi, 2012). Monthly averaged

Figure 9. Relative variations (in %) for the cascade, evaporation, and epithermal
and thermal neutrons (Concordia, from 1 to 12 September).
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modulation parameters from 1951 are available (Herbst et al., 2010;
Usoskin et al., 2005; Usoskin et al., 2011), using several LISs and sev-
eral NMs. An alternative (Cheminet, Hubert, Lacoste, Maurin, et al.,
2013; Hubert, Li Cavoli, et al., 2015) consists in using cascade neutron
fluxes issued from neutron spectrometers, and relying on ATMORAD
model (Hubert, Li Cavoli, et al., 2015) to deduce the modulation
potentials in the Force‐Field approximation in this period (assuming
a LIS flux). This approach was compared to an independent determi-
nation using NM count rates from the Oulu CR station (Oulu), and
they show a good agreement during solar events occurred in March
2012 (Hubert, Li Cavoli, et al., 2015). This methodology has allowed
us to characterize the observed FD, whose amplitude is linked to
the effective galactic cosmic ray modulation.

Figure 7 presents the solar modulation potential in GV, deduced from
neutron spectrometer data in the Concordia station during the
September 2017 solar events. The time integration was considered
as 6 hr and only cascade neutrons spectra were used. The monthly
values of the modulation parameter reconstructed from the ground‐
based CR data, using the procedure described in Usoskin et al.
(2017) and considering that the LIS corresponds to Vos and
Potgieter (2015), are in the order of 0.5 GV during September 2017.

The CR spectrum during a strong solar event can be too complex to be well described by a single modulation
parameter, mainly due to an additional solar component in the spectrum.

4.2. Cross Analyses of Neutron Fluxes

Three neutron spectrometers recorded the September 2017 solar event. Figure 8 presents the neutron flux
dynamic measured simultaneously at (a) Concordia station, (b) Pic‐du‐Midi observatory, and (c) the
French Aerospace laboratory located in Toulouse. Two integration times were considered, 5 min (black
points) and 1 hr (gray points), respectively. The evolution of the flux at the Concordia station was presented
first in Figure 5 and detailed in Figure 6. The data analyses indicate a decrease in the order of 11% of the
amplitude AFD. In comparison, during solar events occurring in March 2012 and analyzed using the same
spectrometer, a decrease of about 10% was observed, which is quite similar to the September 2017 event.

5. Analyses Based on Neutron Spectrum
5.1. Analyses of Measured Cosmic Ray‐Induced Neutron Spectra

The neutron energy domain ranges from 10 meV to several GeV and can be divided in four domains reflect-
ing physical mechanisms such as thermalization, evaporation, and direct high‐energy interactions. The ther-
mal region corresponds to the neutron energies below 0.5 eV, and the intermediate energy domain from
0.5 eV to 0.1 MeV is defined as the epithermal neutrons. Then, the evaporation and the cascade regions
are defined from 0.1 to 20 MeV and above 20 MeV, respectively.

Figure 9 presents the relative variations for each energy domain obtained from the neutron spectrometer in
Concordia station. References of relative variations correspond to the average fluxes relative to the quiet per-
iod before solar events (01 to 06 September). The variability of relative variations is more significant for ther-
mal and epithermal domains, probably because environmental or systematic effects (water vapor content
variations). Complementary contributions could be related to the selected Bonner spheres which favor fast
and high‐energy neutron detections (i.e., 8″, 12″, 9″L and 8″W).

Despite these systematic fluctuations, FDs and the GLE impacts appear to be significant to analyze each
energy domain. Thus, epithermal, evaporation, and cascade domains are disturbed in a comparable way dur-
ing FD events, in the order of 12 to 15%. However, the thermal domain is significantly more impacted.
Analyses of the GLE indicate that cascade neutrons is enriched by about 4% while thermal, epithermal,
and evaporation domains increase by 10 to 14%. Such differences are not attributed to environmental varia-
tions, implying a mechanisms inherent to the GLE properties and mechanisms.

Figure 10. Forbush decrease amplitude AFD from neutron spectrometer oper-
ated at Pic‐du‐Midi observatory and during solar events occurring in August
2011 and March 2012. Results concerning the September 2017 event recorded in
the Pic du Midi and in Concordia were added. Uncertainties were calculated
considering hourly count rate.
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Significant FD events occurring in August 2011 and March 2012 were recorded by the neutron spectro-
meter operated in the Pic du Midi observatory (Cheminet, Hubert, Lacoste, Boscher, et al., 2013;
Hubert, Pazianotto, et al., 2016). Figure 10 presents the amplitude AFD measured during these previous
events as well as data obtained during the September 2017 event at the Pic du Midi and Concordia sta-
tion. Average value and uncertainties were calculated considering 2‐hourly count rate, allowing to miti-
gate the impact of environmental effects (mainly for the Pic du Midi) on average values. A 2‐hr
integration time is justified by the FD time characteristic (not applicable in the case of GLE).
Analyses of previous events provide similar trends, for example, a certain homogeneity of amplitude
for epithermal, evaporation, and cascade domains, while thermal energies are more impacted. It is

Figure 11. Lethargic spectra measured at the (a) Concordia station and (b) Pic du Midi observatory. Experimental curves
concern the preevent spectrum, the spectrum when the disturbance of the FD is maximal (08 September 2017, 14:02:12
UT), and the spectrum during the GLE (10 September 2017, 18:58:18 UT). (c) Ration of the neutron spectrum during the
active period (GLE) to that during the quiet period, for the Concordia station and the Pic du Midi observatory. Neutron
energy domains are added to correlate the impacted energy.
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not simple to physically explain this phenomenon, but it could be
explained due to the thermalization process of the scene of albedo neu-
trons which favor the reinforcement of the thermal energies (Rühm
et al., 2009; Hubert, 2017a; Hubert, Pazianotto, et al., 2016).

The neutron spectrometry also makes it possible to represent the
lethargy spectrum, that is, E × φ(E) in unit cm2/s, and to study its var-
iations during the solar flare event. Spectra obtained using an integra-
tion time of 30 min were presented in Figure 11a; the time reference
corresponds to the center of the interval. Three lethargic spectra are
considered: the preevent spectrum (05 September 2017, 14:02:00 UT),
the spectrum when the disturbance of the FD is maximal (08
September 2017, 14:02:00 UT), and the spectrum during the GLE (10
September 2017, 18:58:00 UT). Referring to the peak values, the ther-
mal, epithermal, and evaporation neutron populations increase more
than cascade neutrons during the GLE. The thermal peak presents a
change in amplitude that is resulted of changing of the evaporation
neutron population. Evaporation neutrons are moderated in the envir-
onment producing thermal neutrons and, than, the increasing thermal
neutrons are directly impacted by the increasing of evaporation neu-
tron component. Although the Pic‐du‐Midi data are less accurate
because of the 30‐min integration time, Figure 11b presents lethargy

spectra according to the same method. It is interesting to note that trends are very similar, that is, a
significant neutron enrichment in thermal, epithermal, and evaporation domain, while a low increase
of cascade neutrons is observed.

To more effectively analyze these differences, the ratio of the neutron spectrum during the active period
(GLE) to that during the quiet period are presented in Figure 11c, considering the Concordia station
and the Pic du Midi Observatory. Neutron energy domains are added to easily identify the impacted
energy. Thus, Figure 11 shows the relatively weak increase of cascade neutrons during a GLE, while
other energy domains are impacted in similar orders of magnitude, from 15 to 20%.

5.2. Preliminary Analysis Based on Air Shower Modeling

The purpose of this section is to explain qualitatively the analysis based on Figure 11c using atmo-
spheric shower simulations of solar energetic particles (Hubert & Aubry, 2017a; Hubert & Cheminet,
2015). Nevertheless, SEP spectrum of GLE #72 was not described while SEP characteristic parameters
for some significant events were reconstructed (Buetikofer & Fueckiger, 2013; Mishev & Usoskin,
2016; Plainaki et al., 2007; Raukunen et al., 2018). Analyses concern the GLE #69 (Makhmutov et al.,
2008; Mironova et al., 2012; Miyasaka et al., 2005) which has the advantage of being the most recent
large‐intensity event. Moreover, GLE #69 was monitored by most operational NMs. Indeed, the
approach proposed by Plainaki et al. described the GLE #69 occurred on 20 January 2005 including
differential spectra and anisotropy functions for different times. If it is not possible to assess the
event‐integrated fluence, this approach provides the instantaneous spectrum characteristics when the
disturbance is utmost. Figure 12 presents the ratio of the neutron spectrum between the active and
the quiet period, considering the Concordia station and the GLE #69.

As observed experimentally for the GLE #72, the cascade domain is low impacted during the active period,
while other domains are impacted in similar orders of magnitude. Both solar events are not directly com-
parable because their characteristics are different (rigidity spectrum, anisotropy, and dynamics).
Nevertheless, solar CR can reach up to 1–10 GeV/n during typical GLE, more exceptionally 10–
30 GeV/n for extreme events (as GLE #5 occurring in 23 February 1956; Belov et al., 2005). To conclude,
simulation results for GLE #69 in Figure 12 look similar to the Concordia data for GLE #72 (Figure 11c),
confirming that the relatively weak increase of cascade neutrons during a GLE is reasonably explained by
the physics of atmospheric showers from SEP particles, which are much less energetic than typical galactic
cosmic rays.

Figure 12. Ratio of the neutron spectrum during the active period (GLE) to
that during the quiet period, considering simulations of the Concordia and
the GLE #69 characteristics.
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, an analysis of neutron spectrum variations during solar event implying a series of FDs and the
GLE #72 (September 2017) was presented. Investigations are based on data recorded by neutron spectro-
meters located at the Pic‐du‐Midi Observatory and the Concordia station (low cutoff rigidity and high alti-
tude). Thanks to the CHINSTRAP project, neutron spectra were recorded since December 2015, including
periods during solar events. Neutron spectra dynamics can be investigated in the framework of long‐term
(Hubert, Pazianotto, et al., 2016; i.e., CR seasonal variations) and short‐term (solar events) analyses.

Analyses were presented for solar events occurring in September 2017, distinguishing FD and GLE events.
Concerning FDs, investigations are compared with analyses performed for previous FDs (August 2011
and March 2012).

Spectral analyses focused on the differences observed between a quiet time, the maximum FD and during
the GLE. During the GLE event, thermal, epithermal, and evaporation neutrons increase relatively uni-
formly while cascade neutrons are not impacted. This was found in data from both Concordia and Pic‐du‐
Midi for 10 September 2017. Simulations of GLE #69 impacts, for which it is possible to describe the SCR
contribution, were performed and qualitatively confirm these trends.
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